University Sleep Products, Inc.’s Enhanced Style B™ mattresses are made with SoFlux OX ticking and were designed without a taped edge. Removal of the taped edge seam eliminates the weakest part of a mattress where it can unravel from use or abuse. Once this seam unravels the whole mattress will come apart, turning it into landfill fodder. Removing the taped edge also eradicates the nesting site where bed bugs can nest and lay eggs within a mattress. Additionally, replacing the taped edge with inverted lock stitched side seams prevents fluids from seeping in through the taped edge seams.

For more information visit University Sleep Products, Inc. at www.universitysleep.com

Generac Power Systems, Inc. has recently introduced its newest lines of portable generators. The Generac XP line of portable generators has been engineered for high performance to stand up to wear and tear in the toughest job site conditions. The XP units consist of durable construction with oversized full wrap frame tubing and impact resistant corners to prevent damage from rough handling. Available in five models, XP 4000, 6500E, 8000E, 10000E and 16000E, the line includes utility-quality power for sensitive electronics and covered, circuit breaker-protected outlets. Locking fold-down handles and never flat wheels provide easy storage and transportation.

For more information about Generac Power Systems, Inc. visit www.generac.com

Geary Pacific introduces the Quiet Climate 2. According to the Institute for Enhanced Classroom Learning, students in today’s classrooms have difficulty understanding 20 to 30 percent of what their teacher said because of excessive ambient background noise, reverberation, and a poor signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). One of the biggest contributors to a classroom’s ambient noise level has traditionally been a school’s HVAC system, regardless of whether it is roof mounted or wall
mounted. Designed specifically to provide quiet operation in classrooms, the Quiet Climate 2 heat pump is the most innovative wall-mount ever made. The HVAC unit provides operating sound levels 20 to 35 times quieter than standard units. The Quiet Climate 2 is 44 percent more energy efficient, has more effective ventilation, uses “green” refrigerants and is designed for fast installation and easy servicing. It not only works well with new construction but is also easily retrofitted to older classrooms, including portable classrooms. For more information about Geary Pacific visit www.gearypacific.com

**JMJ Boiler Works** introduces a complete line of condensate neutralizing tubes designed to raise the pH level of discharged condensate so it can be safely drained into sewer or septic systems. Many of today’s high efficiency commercial boilers and warm air furnaces produce highly acidic condensate that is often drained from commercial, industrial, and institutional facilities into the normal sewer line or septic system. The acidic nature of this condensate can damage cast iron and ABS drain pipes, septic tanks, sump pump seals, pump levels, city sewer systems, and wastewater treatment facilities as well as local outdoor vegetation. The neutralizing tubes provide end-users with an economical, easy-to-use and environmentally-friendly alternative to this problem. For additional details visit JMJ Boiler Works at www.jjmboilerworks.com

**IEPC** has developed the VB400 lighting control utilizing solid state electronics with on-site, remote, and aggregate Web-based controls for HID lighting. The system is meant to replace outdated, inefficient, uncontrolled high-bay and low-bay HID lighting fixtures with energy-efficient lighting control to realize 40 to 60 percent savings. Providing customers with energy-efficient control, the VB400 technology reduces HID lighting fixture count by 20 to 33 percent. It increases the performance and optimizes the efficiency of each lamp while lowering lighting energy costs by as much as 40 to 60 percent. In fact, the VB400 lighting control begins to pay for itself from the savings generated by the first months of reduced energy bills. For additional information visit IEPC at www.iepc.cc
INFORMED LLC introduces General Property PocketPC™ Cleanliness Level Inspection Software. Compatible with the latest mobile operating systems, the software provides a fast and accurate method of assessing a facility's cleanliness level and works seamlessly with INFORMED's flagship ManageWize Cleaning Management Software™. Cleanliness level philosophy stipulates that cleaning organizations are successful if they achieve the cleanliness level for which they are staffed. Thus, rather than arbitrary grading of performance based on unrealistic expectations, the system takes into account the critical real-world variable of time and resources devoted to cleaning. For further information call INFORMED LLC toll free at 1-877-551-9523.

New Products listings are provided by the manufacturers and suppliers and selected by the editors for variety and innovation. For more information or to submit a New Products listing, e-mail Gerry Van Treeck at gvt@earthlink.net.
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